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Dear Enrichment Families,    

As outlined in the COFS COVID-19 Response & Reopening Plan, we will begin our year in Mode 2, by
providing modified outdoor instruction. We're excited to take our classrooms beyond four walls and
welcome you to join us at Lakeside Nature Center for the 2020-21 enrichment program!

We envision that holding our program at this beautiful nature preserve will provide space for your
child to connect with their creative and intellectual capacities and center themselves in respite from
the current stress of the world.

Your child's school day will include a healthy and safe rhythm for students, similar to that of years
past, with the inclusion of hiking and nature exploration. Classes will gather in individual pods, as
described in this guide. 

While we very much look forward bringing this opportunity to our students, we must address the
uncertainty of the times. Our Enrichment program can only be held if 8 full-paying students are
enrolled. We will keep you informed of any adjustments to our program as we receive enrollment
confirmations. 

In love and well being,
COFS Enrichment Teachers

Kristen Bowlin, Lead Teacher
Acacia Moore, Lead Teacher

Letter to Parents
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Modes of operation - Enrichment Program 

Mode 1: Modified Indoor Instruction

CONTENT DELIVERY

You can find detailed information about the three modes of operation that we will implement at any
given point during the year depending on the state of the pandemic within our COVID-19 Response &
Reopening Plan. These options have been developed to ensure that we will be prepared to adjust
quickly whatever situation may arise.

CONSIDERATIONS

Classes taught on-campus, in indoor classrooms to grades or age-appropriate pods. 

Small class sizes, no more than 10
students per pod
Spatial distancing between desks
Masks worn in high-traffic indoor
areas (i.e., hallway, bathroom) and
during instruction if Teacher requests

Reimagined meal time, no shared
snacks or meals
Frequent hand washing
Increased sanitization of school

Mode 2: Modified Outdoor Instruction

CONTENT DELIVERY

CONSIDERATIONS

Classes taught at Lakeside Nature Center. 

Same as Mode 1, with further information in subsequent pages of this guide.

Mode 3: Beyond the Classroom (Remote Learning)

CONTENT DELIVERY

CONSIDERATIONS

Classes taught remotely during mandated school closure or in response to
recommendations from local health department.

See: Beyond the Classroom section on pg. 5 for further information..

http://cityoffountainsschool.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/COVID-19_plan_REV-8.06_v4.pdf


Weather
In the case of forecasted inclement/severe weather, you will be notified in advance and the
program/classes will take place on-campus indoors, where the school’s all policies within Mode 1 will
be in place. 

In the case of sudden bad weather (lightning/thunder) classes will take shelter under the pavilion
and/or in the nature center building for the duration of the bad weather. Inside the facilities, we will
follow Kansas City mask mandates for adults and children 12 and older. If your child is below the age
of 12 and you would like them to wear a mask, please send your child with one that is easy to pull on
and off in these situations.

If you are uncomfortable with indoor attendance on severe weather days, please arrange with your
child's teacher to have make-up work provided, as detailed in the Missed Class section.

Please monitor the weather each week to anticipate what clothing may be appropriate for class.

During winter months (after Fall Break), we will follow the same protocol as the school. As long as
COFS is operating in Mode 2 with outdoor classrooms, the program will be held at Lakeside Nature
Center, with the exception of weather as described above. 
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Spacial distancing and group interactions
Our goal is to preserve free-play, warm connections, and natural social development. We feel in
making the following adjustments we can preserve these essential elements as well as the children’s
physical well-being.

Class pods
Enrichment classes will be divided into age-appropriate pods of no more than 10 children. A pod of
children will remain exclusive for social play, group work, and hand washing or bathroom breaks. .
During group learning or working sessions, students will be evenly spaced several feet apart.
Children will bring their own backpacks daily, with the items they may need for the day.

Teachers will create conditions that naturally allow for social distancing with age-appropriate
methods at appropriate times, such as standing in line, moving indoors or using the bathroom. Social
distancing will not be a point of constant direct enforcement or discipline.

Group activities, games, practice work, etc. will be organized with care and intent on keeping students
as safe as possible (i.e. only using individual beanbags/racquetballs, hand-clapping with one’s self vs
with partner, etc.)

Teachers and staff will practice social distancing with each other and will wear masks as mandated
indoors and/or when deemed necessary for safety.



Lakeside visitors
Lakeside Nature Center’s trails and surrounding Swope Park trails are enjoyed by the public year-
round. Should other members of the public enter or come near the area of the students, we will
practice safe social distancing, stepping off of the path or pulling up masks when momentary
proximity deems necessary. 
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General cleaning and disinfecting
Lakeside’s outdoor shelter covers several tables that we will utilize for table-based activities and/or in
the event of rain. The teachers will clean and disinfect tables and benches prior to use, and in-between
uses, such as for snack. Individual sets of materials will be available for use and those materials that
do not go home with children (such as paint jars) will be sanitized after use before being stored. The
disinfectant that we use is 100% natural and safe and is included on the EPA’s list of effective
disinfectants.

Hand hygiene
At a minimum, all staff and children will wash their hands using the CDC recommended protocol for
all typical handwashing circumstances (bathroom breaks, before and after snacks, etc.) as well as
upon arrival to Lakeside and at regular intervals throughout the day. In addition, staff will ensure that
hands are washed before and after handling any food, and when touching students or their personal
items in order to avoid cross-contamination.

We will be using a portable washing station with free-flowing water, soap and single-use paper towels.
If recommended hand washing is not available, the use of hand sanitizer which meets the standard of
62% alcohol will be used.

Meal time
We will eat picnic-style within our pods while socially distancing. As stewards of this nature preserve,
we ask that all lunch/snacks are packed in reusable containers. Please also pack two reusable water
bottles filled with water (a jug of extra water will be on hand). All containers will be washed at home.
The table/space will be cleaned and disinfected before and after snack.
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Beyond the Classroom

Meaningful experiences of connection through weekly live socialization times that will include
storytelling, group games, project work and practice work
Handwritten personal letters or instructions
Audio files of stories, songs or lessons told or read by the Teacher
Video files of lessons, songs, verses, practice work performed by the Teacher
All necessary art and project supplies

Should the Enrichment Program need to initiate remote learning at any point in the school year, we
will transition to Mode 3: Beyond the Classroom. Our goal during this time is to continue enriching
your child’s education and fostering connections in ways that align with Waldorf Philosophy and
pedagogy.

Curriculum content
During Beyond the Classroom learning, students will receive developmentally-appropriate curriculum
content, which may include:

Curriculum delivery
When online platforms are required, we will utilize: 

Google Classroom: Each class will have a Google Classroom where parents and/or students can
access curriculum content.

Zoom: Parents and/or students will be provided with a Zoom video link to be used for live classes and
socialization sessions.

Parent support
In addition to your child's curriculum content, you will receive direct support and educational
resources on child development and Waldorf philosophy to aid and strengthen your new role in your
child's education. Teachers will make effort to be available for questions and support at designated
times during the week.

Additional requirements
Additional requirements will be modified over time as the recommendations evolve. Regardless of
strict adherence to these guidelines, the infectious transmission is possible. Everyone who comes to
City of Fountains School including children, teachers, and parents should be comfortable with the
requirements set forth above. Anyone who is not comfortable with the above should not enroll their
child until the risk of COVID-19 transmission is adequately controlled.




